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To understand baryon stopping we analyse new RHIC and Fermilab data within the framework
of the multihain Monte Carlo DPMJETIII. The present onsideration is restrited to to hadron
hadron and dAu ollisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretial tools available at present are not suf-
ient to understand hadroni ollisions at high energies
from QCD alone. Phenomenologial models of so-alled
soft multipartile prodution are typially applied in ad-
dition to perturbative QCD. The Dual Parton Model
(DPM) [1℄ is suh a phenomenologial model. It is quite
suessful in its understanding of many details in the mul-
tipartile prodution. Its fundamental ideas are presently
the basis of many of the Monte Carlo implementations of
soft interations.
The properties of our DPM implementation DPM-
JETIII are desribed in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. For a more
detailed desription of DPMJETIII we refer to these
papers and the literature quoted therein.
A feature of hadron prodution in nulear ollisions
disussed in the last 10 years is the large stopping of the
partiipating nuleons in hadronnuleus and nuleus
nuleus ollisions. Experimental data learly demon-
strating the sizable stopping of the partiipating nuleons
in hadronnuleus and nuleusnuleus interations for
xed-target experiments have been presented in [7, 8, 9℄
and [10℄.
Multistring fragmentation models like the Dual Parton
Model (DPM) or similar models ontain some stopping,
but in their original form they did not aount for the en-
haned stopping found in nulear ollisions. Therefore,
in order to inorporate the eet into multistring frag-
mentation models new diquark breaking DPMdiagrams
ating in hadronnuleus and nuleusnuleus ollisions
were proposed by [11℄ and [12℄ and investigated in de-
tail in [13℄ and [14℄. Similar ideas were disussed by
[15℄ and [16℄. The Monte Carlo implementation into
DPMJETII.5 of the new diquark breaking diagrams of
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[11℄ and [12℄ was disussed in [17℄. The implementation
into DPMJETIII [6℄ of these diagrams diers somewhat
from that of [17℄ and was desribed in [18, 19℄.
A seond mehanism, whih an ontribute to baryon
stopping in nulear ollisions ours during the fusion
of hains [20, 21℄. This mehanism was introdued into
DPMJETIII in order to aommodate the RHIC data
[22, 23℄. We will use hain fusion here exatly as de-
sribed in these papers.
Partile prodution ratios in pp and dAu ollisions
measured at RHIC [24, 25, 26, 28℄ allow us a more preise
determination of the parameters of anomalous baryon
stopping. Needed stopping ontribution are desribed
in setion II. Setions III and IV onsidere the available
data on stopping for proton-proton, deuteron-gold rea-
tions. In setion V we onsidere hyperon produtions
ratioes in pion-proton ollisions. There we need another
new mehanism to desribe the data.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW DIAGRAMS
FOR AN IMPROVED DESCRIPTION OF
BARYON STOPPING
As justied by Rossi and Veneziano [29℄ in the frame-
work of a 1/N expansion a baryon an be pitured as
made out of three quarks bound together by three strings
whih join in a so-alled string juntion point. In dia-
grams one an haraterize the baryons
(i) by the three quarks and the string juntion or
(ii) by a quark and a diquark.
In the seond ase the string juntion always goes with
the diquark.
Figs. 1-4 are quark line diagrams desribing the pro-
dution hains of partiles. In these diagrams quarks and
diquarks are usually plotted as single resp. paired solid
lines. If diquarks break, string juntions are added as
dashed lines.
In the fragmentation of diquarks there are two possi-
bilities for the rst fragmentation step. Either one gets a
baryon, whih ontains the diquark (with the string jun-
tion) in the rst step or one gets a meson ontaining only
2Figure 1: The diquarkonserving diagram for a nuleon
nuleus ollision with two partiipants of the target nuleus.
Figure 2: The Glauber sea quark mehanism of baryon stop-
ping GSQBS for a nuleonnuleus ollision with two partii-
pants of the target nuleus. This is the seond CK diquark
breaking mehanism [12℄.
one of the two quarks. In this ase the string juntion
migrates to the next step and the baryon is eventually
produed in one of the following fragmentation steps.
This mehanism is well-known, it is presented in the
review on the Dual Parton Model [1℄ and it was inves-
tigated for instane in [30, 31℄. This mehanism was
implemented a long time ago (1980) in the BAMJET
fragmentation ode [32, 33℄ used in the early versions
of DPMJET. This mehanism is also implemented un-
der the name poporn fragmentation in the Lund hain
fragmentation model JETSET [34, 35℄ whih is presently
used in DPMJET.
What happens in the model with the poporn meha-
nism ompared to the model without an be most easily
seen by looking at the proton rapidity distribution in pp
ollisions. The two maxima in the target and projetile
fragmentation region of the proton rapidity distribution
shift by about half a unit to the enter, the peaks be-
ome wider and orrespondingly the dip in the enter
is redued. At the same time the Feynman x distribu-
tions of mesons get a omponent at larger Feynman x.
The eets in hadronnuleus and nuleusnuleus olli-
sions are quite similar. However, the poporn mehanism
alone annot explain the baryon stopping observed ex-
perimentally in hadronnuleus and nuleusnuleus ol-
lisions [7, 8℄.
A. Nulear diquark breaking
Most interesting for DPMJET is the so-alled seond
CKmehanism [12, 13, 14, 36℄. In Fig. 1 we plot rst the
diquarkonserving diagram for a nuleonnuleus olli-
sions with two partiipants of the target nuleus. This
is the traditional way for suh a ollision in the DPM.
In Fig. 2 we plot the seond CK diquarkbreaking di-
agram for the same ollision. Now the seond valene
quark from the broken diquark is replaed by a Glauber
sea quark from the nuleon projetile. Therefore, we will
all the mehanism the Glauber sea quark mehanism of
baryon stopping (GSQBS). The probability of suh a di-
quark splitting rises if the onsidered nuleon is involved
in more than two interations.
A new type of string ombination appears in the seond
interation, whih happened between the seond valene
quark (the top one) and the juntion line. A entral
assumption is that a sea quark of the initial sattering
determines the position of the juntion line. One of the
valene quarks whih its initial momentum onnets to
the juntion line by an upward string. In this way the
string pulling the vortex line down is ompensated by a
string pulling it up.
The GSQBS piture is hosen for simpliity. Formally
at the very top three strings and a vortex line are ex-
hanged. In the topologial view it is a ut t-hannel-
quarkless-baryonium-exhange. Usually baryonium ex-
hanges have a rather low interept and the idea is that
in speial situations a small quarkless omponent with a
high interept appears. Taking the position from the sea
quark a at distribution of the vortex line with a inter-
ept of one is implied, with an added bias to larger values
as the sea quark atually had to sit on the forward end
of string of a minimum size. In the fatorizing version of
the model[37℄ this bias does not exist. The interept is
then estimated to be slightly less than one.
The GSQBS has been implemented into DPMJETII.5
and DPMJETIII. With this mehanism one is able to
ll the dip in the baryon rapidity distributions at en-
tral rapidity in agreement to the experimental data. As
disussed already in detail in [14, 36℄ this mehanism
also ontributes to inrease the Hyperon prodution in
nuleonnuleus and nuleusnuleus ollisions.
B. Hadroni diquark breaking at high energy
At high energies multiple ollisions appear even in
hadronhadron sattering due to the unitarization pro-
edure. This has the onsequene that new diagrams like
the GSQBS diagrams beome neessary. In some way
or other suh diagramms have to be implemented in any
model whih inludes both elasti and inelasti proesses.
We all the sea quarks at the ends of the additional
hains in this ase unitary sea quarks. They are relevant
for high energies. The Glauber sea quarks are needed
in nulear ollisions already at rather low energies, for
3instane at the energies of heavy ion ollisions at the
CERNSPS. In ontrast to this, unitary sea quarks ap-
pear in signiant numbers only at rather high energies,
for instane at the energies of RHIC, the CERNSPS
ollider or the Tevatron ollider.
Figure 3: Standard DPM diagram for a nuleonnuleon in-
teration with one additional soft seondary interation in-
dued by the unitarization proedure.
Figure 4: New DPM diagram for a nuleonnuleon intera-
tion with one additional soft seondary interation indued by
the unitarization proedure. We all this unitary sea quark
mehanism for baryon stopping USQBS [17℄.
With the unitary sea quarks at the ends of the hains
from the seondary ollisions one obtains a new meha-
nism for baryon stopping whih will beome eetive at
very high energies. It is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
The standard DPM diagram is plotted in Fig. 3 for a
nuleonnuleon interation with two soft interations in-
dued by the unitarization proedure. As in Fig. 1, there
is one valenevalene and one seasea interation, eah
represented by a pair of hains. In analogy to Fig. 2, a
new diagram [17℄ for baryon stopping is onstruted in
Fig. 4. The diquark is split and a unitary sea quark is
used to have the baryon only in the seond or later frag-
mentation steps in one of the hains. We all this the uni-
tary sea quark mehanism for baryon stopping USQBS.
The implementation of the new diquark breaking dia-
grams in DPMJETIII is disussed in detail in [18, 19℄
. The relative probability of this proess introdues one
parameter, whih will be given later.
Again the probability for suh a diquark splitting rises
if there are more than 2 interations of the hadrons in-
volved. Obviously, this mehanism leads to Feynman x
distributions of baryons in pp ollisions beoming softer
and Feynman x distributions of mesons beoming harder
than without the USQBS mehanism.
In ontrast to the GSQBS mehanism whih leads al-
ready to observable hanges in nulear ollisions at the
energy of the CERNSPS, there were no data available
before RHIC to prove that this USQBS mehanism is a
needed extension of the DPM. The situation onerning
baryon stopping in protonproton or antiprotonproton
ollisions at lower energies was inonlusive [38℄. An
idea to observe baryon stopping in dirative events [39℄,
whih always ontain two interations, was unfortunately
not pursued in experimental analysis.
C. New parameters onneted with the diquark
breaking diagrams
For eah of the new diquark breaking diagrams de-
sribed in this setion a new parameter has to be in-
trodued. These parameters give the probability for the
diquark breaking mehanisms to our, given a suitable
sea quark is available and given that the diquark break-
ing mehanism is kinematially allowed. For an origi-
nal diquarkquark hain of small invariant mass, whih
originally just fragments into two hadrons, the diquark
breaking is often not allowed at small energies.
The values of the new parameters are determined by
omparing DPMJETIII with experimental data on an-
tipartile to partile prodution ratios and on netbaryon
distributions.
III. ANTIPARTICLE TO PARTICLE RATIOS
IN PROTONPROTON COLLISIONS
With antibaryon to baryon ratios measured at RHIC
one is now for the rst time in a position to determine the
USQBS parameter with good auray. In pp ollisions,
the ontribution of hain fusion is not very large.
Figure 5:
√
s dependene of antipartile to partile ratios in
pp ollisions at ycm = 0. Experimental data are from the
BRAHMS Collaboration at RHIC [28℄, the ISR [40℄ and the
NA27 Collaboration [41℄. We ompare Dpmjet-III results
with the experimental data.
4Figure 6: Antipartile to partile ratios (p¯/p, K−/K+ and
pi−/pi+) in pp ollisions at 200 GeV as funtion of the ms
rapidity ycm. We ompare data from the BRAHMS Col-
laboration at RHIC [28℄ (inluding the systemati errors as
given in the BRAHMS paper) with the results obtained from
Dpmjet-III. We plot the p¯/p ratios for the full DPMJET
model as well as for the model without the USQBS dia-
grams("nostop").
Fig. 5 ompares measured π−/π+, K−/K+ and p¯/p
ratios at ycm = 0 as funtion of the energy with the
DPMJETIII results, of ourse the USQBS mehanism
inuenes essentially only the antiproton to proton ratio
but also the omparison of the antimeson to meson ratios
is of interest.
We get agreement to the data for π−/π+ and K−/K+.
To obtain agreement with the p¯/p ratio a USQBS param-
eter of .07 had to be hosen to get a 0.1 redution at the
highest energy. It means that in 7 % of the possible
ases one transforms the diquark onserving diagram as
given in Fig. 3 into the diquark breaking diagram given
in Fig. 4. It orresponds to the parameter ǫ of [37, 42℄
whose stability against variation in the model was inves-
tigated in the ited papers.
The dependene of the three antipartile to partile
prodution ratios on the ms rapidity of the produed
partiles is plotted in Fig. 6. Here we have kept the
USQBS parameters as determined above in this ompar-
ison of DPMJETIII with the BRAHMS data from RHIC
[28℄. BRAHMS data are plotted with statistial and sys-
temati errors as given in [28℄. In Fig. 6.a we ompare
the BRAHMS data for p¯/p ratios with the full DPMJET
model as well as with the model without the USQBS di-
agrams. It shows that the USQBS diagrams are needed
to get a better agreement with the BRAHMS data at
entral rapidity. In all ases DPMJETIII desribes the
experimental data pratially within the errors.
In Fig.7 we plot the p/π+ partile prodution ratio
as funtion of the transverse momentum in
√
s = 200
GeV protonproton ollisions. The partile prodution
ratio aording to DPMJET-III is ompared with data
from the STARCollaboration [43℄. We nd an exellent
agreement.
Figure 7: The p/pi+ partile prodution ratio as funtion of
the transverse momentum in
√
s = 200 GeV protonproton
ollisions. We ompare the ratio aording to DPMJET-III
with data from the STARCollaboration [43℄.
5Figure 8: Centrality dependene of harged antipartile
to partile ratios near midrapidity as measured by the
PHOBOSCollaboration [25℄ in dAu ollisions at
√
s = 200
GeV is ompared to the DPMJET-III model.
IV. ANTIPARTICLE TO PARTICLE RATIOS
IN d−Au COLLISIONS
In dAu ollisions we have, in addition to the baryon
stopping mehanisms ating in pp ollisions, also the
GSQBS diagrams and the ontribution from hain fusion
to baryon stopping.
The entrality dependene of harged antipartile to
partile ratios near midrapidity was measured by the
PHOBOSCollaboration [24℄ in dAu ollisions at
√
s =
200 GeV as funtion of the entrality. The π−/π+ and
p¯/p ratios are ompared in Fig. 8 with the Dpmjet-III
results. In this omparison the π−/π+ and p¯/p ratios
at all entralities agree within the experimental errors,
the statistial errors of the Monte Carlo alulations are
below ±0.02.
Regarding the exat position of the points, the mea-
surements and also our DPMJET-III alulations were
done for four dierent entrality bins: 0-10%, 1030%,
3060% and 60100% but the resulting antipartile to
partile ratios are plotted as funtion of ν, the average
number of ollisions per deuterium partiipants. PHO-
BOS nds for the four entralities given above ν = 8.1,
6.1, 4.0 and 2.2, in the Dpmjet-III alulations we nd
ν = 7.77, 6.49, 4.18 and 2.14.
In Fig. 9 we plot the p¯/p and π−/π+ ratios in d
Au ollisions at
√
s = 200 GeV as funtion of the trans-
verse momentum. Compared are experimental data of
the PHOBOS and STAR Collaboration [25, 44℄ with the
results from Dpmjet-III , we nd a reasonable agree-
ment.
In Figs. 10 and 11 we plot Λ¯/Λ ratios and netΛ pro-
dution (Λ - Λ¯) in dAu ollisions at
√
s = 200 GeV as
Figure 9: Transverse momentum dependene of the p¯ to p
resp. pi− to pi+ ratio in dAu ollisions at
√
s = 200GeV. We
ompare the data from the PHOBOS and the STAR Collab-
oration at RHIC [25, 44℄ to the results from the Dpmjet-III
model.
funtion of the ms rapidity. Compared are the exper-
imental data of the STAR Collaboration [26℄ with the
results of the Dpmjet-III model. The agreement for the
ratios Λ¯/Λ is satisfatory given the dierent binning , sig-
niant might be some disagreement for net Λ prodution
in the Au fragmentation region. For all Dpmjet-III al-
ulations in Figs. 8 to 11 we use Dpmjet-III with hain
fusion as desribed in [22, 23℄.
The USQBS parameter is used exatly as desribed in
the previous setion. The GSQBS parameter is tted. It
turned out to be rather small at this energy and was set
to zero in the shown ts.
The vanishing of the GSQBS ontribution should not
be taken too seriously. In nulear ollision there are two
6Figure 10: AntiΛ to Λ ratio as funtion of the msrapidity
in minimum bias dAu ollisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. We om-
pare the experimental data from the STAR Collaboration at
RHIC [26℄ to the results from the Dpmjet-III model.
Figure 11: NETΛ prodution as funtion of the ms
rapidity in minimum bias dAu ollisions at
√
s = 200 GeV.
We ompare the experimental data from he STAR Collabora-
tion at RHIC [26℄ to the results from the Dpmjet-III model.
baryon stopping mehanisms. Besides GSQBS baryon
stopping is obtained as a side eet from hain fusion (e.g.
a qq−q hain and a q¯−q hain an fuse to a q−qq) [22, 23℄.
Both the intriate string struture of GSQBS and the
forward-onstituents-bakward-onstituents struture of
fusion strings are somewhat ad ho and an redistribution
between both ontributions is learly aeptable. More
important is the fat that the observed nulear baryon
stopping is within the expeted range (see also [45℄).
V. ANTIHYPERON TO HYPERON RATIOS IN
HADRONHADRON COLLISIONS
Figure 12: Fragmentation into a baryon, the most important
term in the fragmentation of a diquark.
p
baryon  
 baryon  
anti−baryon 
Figure 13: Prodution of a antibaryonbaryon pair in the
standard fragmentation of a diquark.
Figure 14: Nonstandard fragmentation of a diquark into a
leading mesonpair and a baryon.
Asymmetries of strange baryon prodution in 500 GeV
π−p ollisions were measured by the E791 Collaboration
at Fermilab [9℄. The asymmetry is dened as follows
A(
B
B¯
) =
NB −NB¯
NB +NB¯
(1)
in eah xF bin. These asymmeties are obviously losely
related to the partile prodution ratios
B¯
B
.
All measured asymmeties [9℄ A(Λ/Λ¯), A(Ξ−/Ξ¯+) and
A(Ω−/Ω¯+) are positive, orrespondingly in the given xF
range the ratios B¯/B are smaller than 1, there are more
Hyperons produed than antiHyperons.
7It was already noted by the E791 Collaboration in
[9℄ that the PYTHIA/JETSET ode [34, 35℄ gives
A(Ω−/Ω¯+) and A(Ξ−/Ξ¯+) asymmeties, whih are neg-
ative or zero in part of the kinemati range, or-
respondingly in part of the kinemati range the
PYTHIA/JETSET ode predits more double or triple
strange antiHyperons than Hyperons. This observation
was also disussed in detail by Liu et al. [46℄.
DPMJETIII uses PYTHIA/JETSET for the frag-
mentation of the hadroni strings, the building bloks of
the model. Therefore, we are not surprised that also the
original DPMJET-III gives A(Ω−/Ω¯+) and A(Ξ−/Ξ¯+)
asymmeties, whih are negative or zero in part of the
kinemati range in ontrast to the experimental data.
To nd the reason for this wrong behaviour of hain
fragmentation models like DPMJETIII or PYTHIA we
have to onsider the mehanism for baryon (and espe-
ially double and triple strange hyperon) prodution in
hain deay models.
In Fig.12 we plot the standard diagram of hain deay
models for the fragmentation of a diquark into a leading
baryon. In ollisions of nonstrange hadrons the hain
end diquarks do not ontain strange quarks, therefore
only hyperons with one strange quark an be produed
this way. These are the Λ hyperons in the E791 experi-
ment.
Next, in Fig.13 we plot the diagram for the fragmen-
tation of our hain into a nonleading antibaryonbaryon
pair. The antibaryon and baryon do not ontain any
quarks from the original hadrons involved in the olli-
sion. Therefore, eah of the quark or antiquarks involved
an be strange, the antibaryon and the baryon an be
doublestrange or even triplestrange hyperons, for in-
stane Ξ¯, Ξ, Ω¯ or Ω hyperons. But we note aording to
this mehanism the fragmentation into doublestrange or
triplestrange antihyperons is favored against the frag-
mentation into doublestrange or triplestrange hyper-
ons. This diagram (or slight variations of it) is the only
diagram available in the PYTHIA/JETSET hain frag-
mentation to produe antihyperonhyperon pairs in di-
quark fragmentation. This explains the wong behaviour
of PYTHIA and DPMJET-III disussed above.
In order to orret the behaviour of DPMJET-III we
have to add one missing diagram in diquark fragmen-
tation. We did not orret[47℄ PYTHIA, but we added
the missing fragmentation step im DPMJETIII before
alling PYTHIA.
The missing diagram: We note, in the PYTHIA
hain fragmentation diquarkantidiquark pairs an be ex-
hanged in any position (see Fig.13) exept near to the
hainend diquarks. In Fig.14 we plot the missing dia-
gram. At the hainend we obtain a diquarkantidiquark
pair, this has to fragment into a pair of mesons. Next to
this in the hain we obtain a baryon. All three quarks of
his baryon an be strange quarks. Therefore, in this di-
agram we an obtain doublestrange and triplestrange
hyperons, whih dominate against the antihyperons pro-
dued eventually later in the hain fragmentation. Obvi-
ously, this is the missing mehanism needed in DPMJET-
III.
In order to introdue the mehanism aording to
Fig.14 we have to introdue a new parameter, whih de-
sribes the probability, that the new diagram is to be used
in the rst diquark fragmentation step. We obtain good
results with the rather small probability of suh a baryo-
nium B2Mesons = 0.01. For the avor distribution of this
baryonium and the exhanged diquarkantidiquark pair
we use a rather small value of rs = 5% .
Figure 15: The A(Λ/Λ¯) asymmety. Plotted are the original
DPMJET-III, the modied DPMJET-III and the experimen-
tal data from the E791 Collaboration [9℄.
In Fig.15 we present the result for the A(Λ/Λ¯) asym-
mety. We do not expet, that the mehanism aording
to Fig.14 hanges the Λ or Λ¯ prodution in an essential
way. Indeed we nd in Fig.15 that the original DPMJET-
III and the hanged model agree perfetly with eah other
as well as with the data from the E791 Collaboration [9℄.
The A(Ξ/Ξ¯) and A(Ω/Ω¯) asymmeties are signiantly
modied by the mehanism aording to Fig.14. We plot
both asymmetries in Figs.16 and 17. Again the asym-
meties aording to the original and modied DPMJET-
III are ompared to the data from the E791 Collabora-
tion [9℄. With the original DPMJET-III the asymmety
A(Ξ/Ξ¯) is zero in the entral region and the asymmetry
A(Ω/Ω¯) is even negative in the entral region. With the
modied DPMJET-III both asymmetries beome posi-
tive in the entral region like the experimental data. For
the hoosen strangeness probability the Ω-asymmetry is
somewhat too strong while the Ξ-asymmtry is not su-
ient.
Most signiant seems the rise of of the Ξ asymme-
try in the forward region. To investigate the inuene of
8Figure 16: The A(Ξ/Ξ¯) asymmety. Plotted are the original
DPMJET-III, the modied DPMJET-III and the experimen-
tal data from the E791 Collaboration [9℄.
the meson isospin the net hyperon ontributions are on-
sidered for various isospin ombinations in Fig.18. The
diret inuene π− → · · · d→ dss seems not to reah the
entral region where baryons are suently signiant.
Seen is a rank 2 eet π− → · · · u¯→ u¯d+ d¯s¯s¯ whih bal-
aning ontribution π− → · · · d→ d¯d+ d¯s¯s¯ is suppressed
as m(η)≫ m(π0).
In onlusion the π− isospin eet is not only too small
to explain the eet but it atually ontributes in the
wrong diretion.
The errorbars are signiant If the rise is onrmed
by a seond experiment again a new eet will have to
added. It ould evidene the bakward peak postulated
in [39℄ aused by a tiny three hain forward-bakward
exhange ontribution leaving a pion and possibly a ssd
on the opposite side.
Rapidity distributions of p, p¯, Λ, Λ¯, Ξ and Ξ¯ were mea-
sured in protonproton ollisions at 158 GeV by the NA49
Collaboration [10℄. Also in this experiment the Ξ¯/Ξ ra-
tio in the entral region is found to be 0.44±0.08 that
is smaller then 1. In the original DPMJET-III as well
as in PYTHIA this ratio is found to be approximately
equal to 1. The reasons for this are exatly the same as
disussed above. In order to get a better agreement to
the data, we have to modify DPMJET-III in the same
way as desribed above, that is we have to inlude the
mehanism aording to Fig.14.
In Fig.19 we ompare the results of the modied
DPMJET-III (using B2Mesons = 0.02 und rs = 30%)
with the data from the NA49 Collaboration [10℄. We
nd exellent agreements for p, p¯, Λ and Λ¯ prodution
and improved agreements for Ξ and Ξ¯ prodution.
Figure 17: The A(Ω/Ω¯) asymmety. Plotted are the original
DPMJET-III, the modied DPMJET-III and the experimen-
tal data from the E791 Collaboration [9℄.
Figure 18: The net Ξ− Ξ¯ ontribution for harged an neutral
hyperons for pi+p and pi−p sattering.
VI. SUMMARY
Experimental data are extremely useful to improve
hadroni prodution models like Dpmjet-III. Of parti-
ular importane in this respet are data on hadron pro-
dution in hadronhadron ollisions and d-Au ollisions
measured at RHIC. In these ollisions we found partly
9Figure 19: Rapidity distributions of produed p, p¯, Λ, Λ¯, Ξ
and Ξ¯ in protonproton ollisions at 158 GeV.We ompare the
rapidity distributions aording to the modied DPMJET-III
with experimental data from the NA49 Collaboration [10℄.
already in previous papers[17, 18, 19℄ three important
orretions to be applied to DpmjetIII:
(i) Perolation and fusion of hains - the data from
RHIC allow to determine the amount of perolation
to be implemented into DpmjetIII. , see [17, 19℄.
(ii) Collision saling of large p⊥ hadron prodution in
dAu ollisions, see [6℄.
(iii) Replaing the Gaussian transverse momentum dis-
tribution ontained in the JETSETPythia ode
[34, 35℄ by an exponential distribution in soft
hadroni ollisions, see [23℄.
(iv) Implementation of new diagrams for an improved
desription of baryon stopping, see Figs. 2 and 4.
(v) Adding the mehanism aording to Fig.14 to the
fragmentation of diquark hains
These orretions are somewhat tehnial, they do not in-
volve the basi struture of the string model. In the on-
sidered not too dense region (hadronhadron ollisions
and nulear ollisions involving light nulei) the general
features of the model an be onsidered as quite reliable.
In string models the baryon quantum number are ar-
ried by vortex lines whih play a speial role in the string
struture. The understanding of baryon- and, in par-
tiular, the net-baryon-prodution is therefore of entral
importane.
In DPMJETIII, baryon stopping diagrams have to
be inluded to get a onsistent desription of the onsid-
ered RHIC data. With the new RHIC data, supporting
anomalous baryon stopping, this is no longer a merely
theoretial exerise. Good agreement with the ritial
experimental data was obtained.
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